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Abstract
Palladium-hydrogen (Pd-H) is a prototypical system for studying solute-induced phase transformation in
various energy conversion and storage applications. While the behaviors of bulk Pd-H have been studied
extensively, the detailed atomic picture of hydride phase transformation within individual Pd nanoparticles
is still unclear. In this work, we employ a novel atomistic computational model, referred to as Diffusive
Molecular Dynamics (DMD), to characterize the H absorption dynamics in Pd nanoparticles of spherical,
octahedral and cubic shapes. The DMD model couples a non-equilibrium thermodynamic model with a
discrete diffusion law, which allows it to reach diffusive time scales with atomic resolution. The model
is capable of capturing the propagation of an atomistically sharp hydride phase boundary. A remarkable
feature of the phase boundary structure that is predicted by the calculations is the emergence of misfit
dislocations distributed over the interface. These dislocations relieve the elastic residual stresses induced
by the change of volume that accompanies the phase transformation. Shape effects are also investigated
in this work. More specifically, in both spherical and octahedral nanoparticles, we observe stacking faults
during the H absorption process while the phase boundary in the cubic nanoparticle remains coherent. The
spatial distribution of the stacking faults in the spherical sample is investigated in detail using an elastic
core-shell model. We also identify the mechanisms that enable the movement of the stacking faults as they
track the propagation of the phase boundary. Finally, we find that the rate of H absorption is reduced by
the formation and movement of the stacking faults.
Keywords: Hydrogen Absorption, Palladium Nanoparticles, Phase Transformation, Misfit Dislocations,
Diffusive Molecular Dynamics
1. Introduction
Solute-induced phase transformation is a fundamental process in various energy conversion and storage
applications. For example, the operation of lithium-ion batteries relies on a reversible phase transformation
in the cathodic material (e. g., LixCoO2, LixFePO4), induced by the diffusion of lithium ions [1, 2]. Similarly,
the storage of hydrogen in metals relies on the phase transformation of the hydride (e. g., MgHx, NaAlHx),5
induced by the diffusion of hydrogen atoms [3, 4, 5]. For these applications, there has been a continuous
push towards nanostructured systems, as they hold promise for accelerating the charging and discharging
process, increasing the energy and power density, and extending the life cycle [1, 6, 7, 8].
The palladium-hydrogen (Pd-H) system is a prototypical model for studying solute-induced phase trans-
formation, as it allows for relatively fast reaction kinetics at easily accessible temperatures and pressures [9].10
The Pd-H system exhibits two distinct phases at room temperature: the dilute α phase at low H concen-
tration (up to PdH0.015), and the β phase at high H concentration (PdH0.6 and above). In both phases,
the Pd lattice maintains the face-centered cubic (FCC) structure, while the H atoms occupy the octahedral
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interstitial sites. Attendant to the α/β phase transformation, there is a lattice expansion with 10.4% increase
in volume which may lead to the formation of misfit dislocations.15
While the behavior of Pd-H is well-understood in the bulk, the phase transformation dynamics within
nanostructured Pd-H systems remains an active area of research [7, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18]. In
this regard, a few recent experiments suggest that in nanosized particles, the phase transformation is driven
by the propagation of an atomistically sharp phase boundary at a speed as low as 1 nm/s. For example,
by scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM), Narayan et al. observed the propagation of a sharp20
α/β phase boundary in individual Pd nanocubes with edge lengths between 20 nm and 40 nm [16]. Using
coherent X-ray diffractive imaging, Ulvestad et al. measured the evolution of strain within individual Pd
nanocubes between 60 nm and 100 nm, which also indicates a sharp α/β phase transformation [14, 17].
Beyond the overall transformation mechanism, other unresolved issues include the morphology of the phase
boundary [11, 16, 17], the effect of particle shape and lattice orientation [12], and the interaction of phase25
boundary with preexisting defects [15].
In this work, we apply a novel computational method, referred to as Diffusive Molecular Dynamics
(DMD), to investigate the detailed dynamics of hydride phase transformation in Pd nanoparticles, focusing
on the two-way interaction between the motion of the phase boundary and the formation and evolution of
misfit dislocations. DMD is a new paradigm for simulating long-term diffusive mass and heat transport while30
maintaining full atomic resolution [19, 20, 21, 22, 18, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28]. The basic idea is to couple
a calibrated empirical kinetic model for the evolution of lattice site occupancy with a non-equilibrium sta-
tistical thermodynamics model that supplies the requisite driving forces for kinetics. The basic assumption
underlying DMD is that the time scale of diffusion is much larger than that of microscopic state transi-
tions. Therefore at an intermediate time scale, the microscopic state variables can be considered as random35
variables. In comparison to the established atomistic methods (e. g., Molecular Dynamics (MD), transi-
tion state theory based accelerated MD [29], and kinetic Monte Carlo [30]), DMD has a larger simulation
time window as it does not explicitly resolve thermal vibrations or the individual microscopic state transi-
tions. DMD has been applied to nanoindentation and sintering [19, 23], dislocation extension [24], nanovoid
growth [20, 22, 27], heat conduction in nanowires [31] and solute-defect interactions [21, 32]. Recently, DMD40
has been employed to study the effect of particle size on the hydrogenation process of cubic Pd nanoparti-
cles [33]. A one-dimensional version has also been applied to simulate H diffusion in Pd nanofilms, in which
the Pd subsystem was assumed to be rigid [18].
The large time window and atomic resolution of DMD makes it an excellent tool for studying hydride
phase transformation within Pd nanoparticles, which unfolds on a time scale of minutes to hours. Therefore,45
the key insights obtained in this paper are the detailed H absorption dynamics and the induced lattice
deformation process through DMD simulations. In this paper, we start with a brief summary of assumptions
and model equations underlying DMD, in Section 2. Then, we describe the setup of the numerical H
absorption experiments under consideration in Section 3. Specifically, we consider three nanoparticles of
approximately the same volume (3, 800 ± 90 nm3), yet of different shapes, including a spherical particle50
exemplifying smooth geometries, and an octahedral and a cubic particles that have flat faces and sharp
edges and corners. The octahedral particle is designed such that all of its 8 faces are on {111} planes, which
are the most common slip planes in FCC crystals. By contrast, the cubic particle is designed with their faces
on {100} planes. Next, we discuss the results of the numerical experiments, including the propagation of
the α/β phase boundary (Section 4), the attendant dynamics of interfacial misfit dislocations and stacking55
faults (Section 5), and the rate of H absorption (Section 6). In order to explain the observed stacking
fault distribution, we formulate a simple elastic core-shell model amenable to analytical solution. Then,
a comparison between MD and DMD simulation results is provided in Section 7. Finally, we provide a
summary and concluding remarks in Section 8.
2. Methodology60
The behavior of Pd-H depends sensitively on processes that pertain to different time scales, ranging from
the thermal vibrations of Pd and H atoms on the order of femtosecond (Fig. 1(a)), to the propagation of a
hydride phase boundary in Pd nanoparticles on the order of second or even longer time scales (Fig. 1(c)). To
address this significant gap between different time scales, the main assumption behind the DMD theory is
that when viewed on an intermediate time scale, much larger than that of thermal vibration, the microscopic65
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state variables of an atomic site, e. g., instantaneous position, momentum and occupancy, can be regarded
as random variables described by probability density functions, as illustrated in Fig. 1(b). This intermediate
time scale may correspond to one time-step of DMD simulation (e. g., on the order of millisecond in this
work). As a result, the DMD theory focuses on solving the time-dependent statistical measures of these
random variables, e. g., mean and variance. For the sake of completeness and convenience, in this section70
we summarize the specific version of DMD theory for the Pd-H system. A more general DMD theory can
be found in Ref. [21].
Pd atom α phaseβ phase
Femtosecond (fs) Millisecond (ms) Second (s)
Pd site Interstitial site
(a) (b)
H atom
(c)
Figure 1: Schematic illustration of time scale separation: (a) thermal vibrations of atoms on the order of femtosecond, (b) one
time-step of DMD simulations on the order of millisecond, and (c) propagation of phase boundary on the order of second.
2.1. Non-equilibrium thermodynamics model
We consider a binary Pd-H system consisting of host sites that are occupied by Pd atoms and interstitial
sites that can be either occupied by H atoms or unoccupied. For ease of reference, the sets of host and
interstitial sites are denoted by IPd and IH, respectively. On each interstitial site i ∈ IH, we introduce an
occupancy function ni, defined as
ni =
{
1 if the site i is occupied by a H atom,
0 if the site i is unoccupied.
(1)
The instantaneous position and momentum of site i are denoted by qi and pi, respectively. Based on the
assumption of scale separation and the ergodic hypothesis, these microscopic state variables can be viewed as
random variables that have a joint probability distribution characterized by density function ρ
({q}, {p}, {n}),
where {q} = {qi : i ∈ IPd ∪ IH}, {p} = {pi : i ∈ IPd ∪ IH} and {n} = {ni : i ∈ IH}. We assume that the
statistics of the system follows Jaynes’ principles of maximum entropy [34, 35]. Therefore, the probability
density function ρ is calculated by maximizing the information-theoretical entropy
S[ρ] = −kB〈log ρ〉, (2)
with local constraints on each site {
〈hi〉 = ei, i ∈ IPd ∪ IH,
〈ni〉 = xi, i ∈ IH,
(3)
where kB is the Boltzmann constant, and 〈·〉 denotes the expectation operator. Here, hi, ei and xi denote
the local Hamiltonian, particle energy and H atomic fraction of site i, respectively. Using the method of
Lagrange multipliers, we have
ρ =
1
Ξ
e−{β}
T{h}+{γ}T{n}, (4)
where Ξ is the partition function, and {β} and {γ} are Lagrange multipliers. In comparison with equilibrium
statistical thermodynamics, Eq. (4) can be interpreted as a non-equilibrium generalization of the Gibbs75
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grand-canonical probability density function. Also, Ti = 1/(kBβi) and µi = kBTiγi can be defined as the
absolute temperature and the chemical potential of atomic site i, respectively.
Since the Hamiltonian hi is typically a nonlinear function, the exact calculation of the thermodynamic
properties (e. g., ei and Ξ) is generally impossible. Venturini et al. [21] proposed an approximation theory,
in which the optimization problem is performed within a finite-dimensional trial space P0, spanned by a pre-
specified class of trial Hamiltonians {h0}. As a result, maximizing S[ρ] within P0 is equivalent to minimizing
the mean field free entropy, i. e.,
min
{α}
F({β}, {γ}; {h0}) = kB{β}T{〈h− h0〉0}− kB logΞ0, (5)
where {α} is a finite set of parameters that characterize {h0}. 〈·〉0 denotes the expectation operator under
the trial probability density function, and Ξ0 is the trial partition function. We consider a uniform and
constant temperature and apply the approximation theory with a trial Hamiltonian
h0i(qi,pi, ni; q¯i, σi, p¯i, γ0i) =

kBT
2σ2i
|qi − q¯i|2 + 1
2mPd
|pi − p¯i|2, if i ∈ IPd,
kBT
2σ2i
|qi − q¯i|2 + 1
2mH
|pi − p¯i|2 − kBTγ0ini, if i ∈ IH,
(6)
where T is the constant temperature. q¯i, σi, p¯i, and γ0i are parameters that characterize the trial space.
mPd and mH denote the atomic mass of Pd and H, respectively. It can be shown that q¯i and σi are the
mean and standard deviation of qi, respectively, whereas p¯i is the mean of pi. In Eq. (6), γ0i indicates the
dependence of chemical potential on H fraction xi. Specifically, applying 〈ni〉0 = xi yields
γ0i = log
xi
1− xi − γi. (7)
Substituting Eqs. (6) and (7) into Eq. (5) gives
min
{q¯},{σ},{p¯},{x}
F(T, {γ}; {q¯}, {σ}, {p¯}, {x})
=
1
T
〈V 〉0 + 1
2TmPd
∑
i∈IPd
p¯2i +
1
2TmH
∑
i∈IH
xip¯
2
i +
3
2
kB
∑
i∈IPd
(
log
~2
kBTmPdσ2i
− 1
)
+
3
2
kB
∑
i∈IH
(
log
~2
kBTmHσ2i
+ xi − 2
)
+ kB
∑
i∈IH
(
xi log xi + (1− xi) log (1− xi)− γixi
)
,
(8)
where ~ is the reduced Planck constant. V
({q}, {n}) denotes the interatomic potential energy and its average
is calculated by third-order Gaussian quadratures on a sparse grid [19]. Enforcing the first-order necessary
condition with respect to p¯i yields p¯i = 0. Enforcing the first-order necessary condition with respect to xi
yields
γi =
3
2
+ log
xi
1− xi +
1
kBT
∂〈V 〉0
∂xi
, i ∈ IH, (9)
which shows that the atomic chemical potential depends on both the atomic H fraction and the interatomic
potential energy. As a result, the optimization problem simplifies to
min
{q¯},{σ}
F(T, {γ}; {q¯}, {σ}, {x})
=
1
T
〈V 〉0 + 3
2
kB
∑
i∈IPd
(
log
~2
kBTmPdσ2i
− 1
)
+
3
2
kB
∑
i∈IH
(
log
~2
kBTmHσ2i
+ xi − 2
)
+ kB
∑
i∈IH
(
xi log xi + (1− xi) log (1− xi)− γixi
)
.
(10)
As a result, the non-equilibrium thermodynamics model formulated in Eq. (10) is employed to calculate
the mean positions of atomic sites {q¯} under the specific configuration of H fractions {x}, in order to capture
the lattice deformation caused by solute atoms.80
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2.2. Discrete diffusion model
The thermodynamics model formulated in Eq. (10) is then coupled with a discrete kinetic law, which
enforces the balance of mass at each interstitial site, i. e.,
x˙i =
∑
j 6=i
Jij , i, j ∈ IH, (11)
where Jij denotes the bondwise mass flux from site j to site i, and satisfies Jij = −Jji. After a straightforward
calculation, the internal entropy production rate from a pair of sites 〈i, j〉 is
Σij = KijJij , (12)
where
Kij = − 1
T
(µi − µj) = −kB(γi − γj) (13)
defines the discrete thermodynamic force corresponding to the discrete mass transport Jij . Following On-
sager’s theory of kinetic relations [36], we employ a kinetic law of the general form
Jij = − ∂ψ
∂Kij
({K}), (14)
where ψ
({K}) is a discrete kinetic potential, which needs to be modeled. Venturini et al. [21] proposed
a simple kinetic potential, by assuming linear relation between mass flux Jij and driving force Kij . The
resulting discrete mass transport Jij is
Jij = B0
xi + xj
2
Kij , (15)
where B0 denotes the bondwise diffusion coefficient, which can be calibrated to reproduce the speed of
diffusion observed in experiments. As a result, we have
x˙i = −kBB0
∑
j 6=i
xi + xj
2
(γi − γj), i, j ∈ IH. (16)
For simplicity, but without loss of generality, in our DMD simulations we restrict diffusive transport
within one shell of neighbors. The above discrete kinetic law has been validated against the classical lattice
random walk model for the long-term dynamics of a single H atom in Pd [37]. It has also been applied to
study surface segregation in AuAg alloys [38]. Moreover, similar bondwise flux functions have been employed85
to simulate spin-diffusion in a one-dimensional binary alloy [39]. It is also noteworthy that the simplified
kinetic relation formulated in Eq. (16) is regarded as an empirical one. While the parameter B0 is assumed
to be independent of a site’s local atomic configuration for simplicity, the chemical potential γi formulated in
Eq. (9) takes into account detailed atomic configurations (i. e., site positions and H fractions). As a result,
mass transport is locally modified, e. g., in the vicinity of a phase interface and lattice defects.90
2.3. Implementation details
Our DMD model couples a nonlinear optimization problem, i. e., Eq. (10), with a first-order, nonlinear
ordinary differential equation (ODE), i. e., Eq. (16). We solve this coupled system by discretizing the ODE
using an explicit time integrator (e. g., forward-Euler), and solving the optimization problem once per time
step using a quasi-Newton Broyden-Fletcher-Goldfarb-Shanno (BFGS) method [40]. We have developed a95
DMD solver, which is parallelized with Message Passing Interface (MPI), using the PETSc/TAO library [41]
for large-scale simulations on computer clusters with distributed memory. Details of the solutions of the
equations and the computation procedure of DMD can be found in Ref. [37].
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2 nm
[001]
[100] [010]
Subsurface
Interior
Pd site Octahedral interstitial site
A unit cell
Figure 2: Computational model of the spherical particle with a diameter of 19.5 nm.
3. Setup of numerical experiments
We build three nanoparticles of different shapes, including a sphere, an octahedron with faces on {111}100
planes, and a cube with faces on {100} planes. The three particles are designed to have approximately the
same volume, that is, 3, 800± 90 nm3 and 516, 000± 8, 000 atomic sites (including the octahedral interstitial
sites that can be occupied by H atoms). The sphere has a diameter of 19.5 nm. The octahedron and the cube
have an edge length of 19.9 nm and 15.6 nm, respectively. As an example, Fig. 2 shows the computational
model of the spherical particle. All the three particles are single crystals.105
Under a gas-phase condition, the absorption of H2 by Pd begins with the dissociation of H2 into H
atoms on the surface of the Pd specimen (i. e., adsorption). The H atoms penetrate into a subsurface
layer, then move into the interior of the Pd specimen, occupying the octahedral interstitial sites of the FCC
lattice [42, 13, 43]. Palladium hydride (Pd-H) exists in two phases, namely a low H concentration α phase and
a high H concentration β phase. Both phases have an FCC lattice, with different lattice constants (3.895 A˚110
versus 4.025 A˚ [44]). Previous studies suggest that the H2 partial pressure required to achieve subsurface
saturation is lower than that required to initiate the α/β phase transformation in the interior [45, 46, 47].
Also, the saturation of H in the subsurface layer is achieved much faster than the diffusion of H into the
interior of a Pd specimen. Therefore, in our DMD analysis, we simulate these two processes separately in
two steps, as described in Algorithm 1.115
Specifically, we assume that the Pd particle is subjected to a constant H2 partial pressure, and hence a
constant external chemical potential µenv. In the first step of the analysis, we determine the distribution
of H in the subsurface layer and the resulting lattice deformation of the particle, when this layer has just
reached equilibrium with the external H environment. We assume that the subsurface layer covers the entire
particle with a uniform thickness, following the spherical-shell mechanism that has been used to interpret120
experimental results in a few previous studies [11, 47]. We set γi = µenv/(kBT ) (i. e., µi = µenv) for all
the interstitial sites within the subsurface layer and xi = 0 for all the interstitial sites in the interior of the
particle. Then, we solve Eq. (9) using fixed-point iteration, to obtain the equilibrium distribution of xi within
the subsurface layer, and minimize the free entropy in Eq. (10) to obtain the values of {q¯} and {σ} in the
particle. We also note that the nucleation of the β phase within the subsurface may be inherently a stochastic125
process that depends on random localized thermal fluctuations. Nonetheless, due to the aforementioned time
separation between subsurface saturation and H diffusion into the interior, we deem the calculation result of
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Algorithm 1 Solution of the DMD equations in the two-step calculation.
1: Input: {x0i : i ∈ IINT} (initial H fractions in the interior), µenv = kBTγenv (environmental chemical
potential)
2: Begin
3: First step: with {x0i : i ∈ IINT} fixed
4: Fixed-Point Iteration: set {x0i : i ∈ ISURF} (initial guess of H fractions in the subsurface layer)
5: for l← 0; l < lmax do
6: {x}l ← {xli : i ∈ ISURF} ∪ {x0i ∈ IINT}
7: minimize F({q¯}, {σ}, {x}l)⇒ {q¯}l, {σ}l
8: xl+1i ←
exp
(
γenv − 3
2
− 1
kBT
∂〈V 〉0
∂xi
∣∣∣∣l)
1 + exp
(
γenv − 3
2
− 1
kBT
∂〈V 〉0
∂xi
∣∣∣∣l)
, ∀i ∈ ISURF
9: if
∑
i∈ISURF
(
xl+1i − xli
)2
< 1 then
10: break
11: l← l + 1
12: Output: the final results, i. e., {x∗i : i ∈ ISURF}, {q¯}∗, {σ}∗
13: Second step: with {x∗i : i ∈ ISURF} and {γi ← γenv : i ∈ ISURF} fixed
14: t = 0, n = 0
15: {q¯}0 ← {q¯}∗, {σ}0 ← {σ}∗
16: while t < tmax do
17: Temporal Integration: with {q¯}n and {σ}n fixed, solve Eq. (16) by forward-Euler ⇒ {x}n+1
18: Begin
19: γni ←
3
2
+ log
xni
1− xni
+
1
kBT
∂〈V 〉0
∂xi
∣∣∣∣n, ∀i ∈ IINT
20: {γ}n ← {γni : i ∈ IINT} ∪ {γi ← γenv : i ∈ ISURF}
21: solve Eq. (16) for one time-step, i. e.,
22: xn+1i ← xni − kBB0∆t
∑
j∈IH,j 6=i
1
2
(xni + x
n
j )(γ
n
i − γnj ), ∀i ∈ IINT
23: {x}n+1 ← {xn+1i : i ∈ IINT} ∪ {x∗i : i ∈ ISURF}
24: End
25: Optimization: with {x}n+1 fixed, solve Eq. (10) by BFGS ⇒ {q¯}n+1, {σ}n+1
26: Begin
27: X ≡ {{q¯}, {σ}}
28: F(X) ≡ F({q¯}, {σ}, {x}n+1)
29: for k ← 0,X0 ← {{q¯}n, {σ}n}; k < kmax do
30: compute approximate Hessian matrix Hk
31: ∆X ← −(Hk)−1∇F(Xk)
32: determine step size τ by line search
33: Xk+1 ←Xk + τ∆X
34: if
∣∣F(Xk+1)−F(Xk)∣∣ < 2 or ∣∣F(Xk+1)−F(Xk)∣∣∣∣F(Xk)∣∣ < 3 then
35: break
36: k ← k + 1
37: End
38: t← t+ ∆t, n← n+ 1
39: Output: the results at each time step, i. e., {q¯}n, {σ}n, {x}n, {γ}n
40: End
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this step to be the final equilibrium state of subsurface nucleation.
Next, we assume that throughout the H absorption process, the subsurface layer remains in equilibrium
with the external H environment. Therefore, in the second step, we fix γi = µenv/(kBT ) and xi (obtained130
in the first step) in the subsurface layer, and apply the dynamic, deformation-diffusion coupled DMD model
to predict the diffusion of H from the subsurface to the interior of the Pd particles. This setting is also
consistent with the aforementioned spherical-shell mechanism.
We employ the embedded atom method (EAM) potential developed by Zhou et al. [48], which is capable
of capturing the separation of α and β phases [18]. We set temperature T = 300 K. The thickness of the135
subsurface layer, denoted by τ , has been estimated to be of the order of 0.1 nm to 1 nm — for example,
0.3 nm using an equilibrium Monte Carlo method [49] and 1.03 nm using a phase-field model [50]. In this
work, we set τ = 0.3 nm. Moreover, the functional relationship between the H2 partial pressure and the
corresponding chemical potential µenv is unclear. We have conducted a parameter study, and found that
the α/β phase transformation is achieved when µenv > −2.25 eV. The results presented in this paper are140
obtained with µenv = −2.0 eV, and in this case we get full coverage, i. e., xi = 1, over the subsurface layer
in all the three particles after the first step calculation. Further, we have calibrated the atomic diffusivity
coefficient B0 to reproduce the experimental measurement of the speed of H absorption obtained in a similar
setting [16], which yields B0 = 500.0 K/(eV · s). The simulation results in the absorption process, i. e., the
second step of DMD analysis, will be discussed in detail in the following sections.145
The DMD analyses presented in this paper are performed using the BlueRidge supercomputer (Cray CS-
300, with Intel Sandy Bridge CPUs) at Virginia Tech [51]. Each analysis consumes approximately 80, 000
CPU hours. The simulation results are visualized using OVITO [52].
4. Propagation of phase boundary
We begin by examining the diffusion of H during the absorption process. Figure 3 presents the result for150
the spherical particle. At 4.5 s, a spherical shell with high H concentration — corresponding to the β phase
of Pd-H — has formed under the surface of the particle. By contrast, the interior of the particle still has low
H concentration (close to 0), which can be interpreted as the α phase. The α and β phases are separated by
a sharp boundary consisting of only a few layers of atomic sites, with a thickness of approximately 0.5 nm.
This phase boundary is extracted and visualized at three different time instances. At the beginning (e. g.,155
4.5 s), it has a spherical shape. As time increases, the phase boundary propagates towards the center of
the particle, and gradually deforms into a polyhedron with 8 triangular faces and 6 square faces (i. e., a
cuboctahedron). The triangular and square faces have normals in 〈111〉- and 〈100〉-directions, respectively.
The morphological evolution of the phase boundary indicates that H atoms “move” slower along the
radial lines that pass through the corners and edges of the polyhedron. Notably, misfit dislocations are also160
observed near these geometric singularities (the result will be discussed in the next section). Therefore, it
is likely that the misfit dislocations have slowed down the propagation of the phase boundary. This can
be explained by the fact that a semi-coherent phase boundary leads to less space in the α phase Pd lattice
compared to a coherent one. This mechanism is schematically illustrated in Fig. 4.
Figures 5 and 6 present the results for the octahedral and cubic particles, respectively. In these two165
particles, we also observe the formation of an atomistically sharp α/β phase boundary, which advances
towards the center of the particle. The shape of the phase boundary changes in time. In the octahedral
particle, the phase boundary evolves from a sharp octahedron into a truncated one. The locations of sharp
edges retained in the truncated octahedron coincide with the locations of misfit dislocations, which again
indicates that misfit dislocations may slow down H diffusion. On the other hand, misfit dislocation is not170
observed in the cubic particle. In this case, the phase boundary changes gradually from a cube to a sphere.
In other words, the sharp corners and edges of the initial phase boundary are gradually smeared. This can
be explained as a mechanism to minimize the interfacial energy of the phase boundary.
For all the three different shapes, the DMD analysis indicates that the H absorption process is dominated
by the formation and propagation of an atomistically sharp α/β phase boundary. This prediction agrees with175
the findings of a few recent experimental studies on individual Pd particles [16, 14]. Specifically, Narayan et
al. [16] tested nanocubes with edge length between 20 nm and 40 nm, and observed sharp diffraction contrast
in STEM (scanning transmission electron microscopy) images. Ulvestad et al. [14] also tested nanocubs with
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Figure 3: Hydride phase boundary in the spherical particle at three different time instances: (a) H fraction on the middle [11¯0]
cross-section, and (b) a perspective view of the extracted phase boundary.
α phaseβ phase Interface
Pd atom
α phaseβ phase Interface
(a) (b)
H atom Misfit dislocation
Figure 4: Schematic illustration of (a) a coherent and (b) a semi-coherent hydride phase boundary.
edge lengths between 60 nm and 100 nm, and observed the disappearance of Bragg electron density in a
region from the density field of the Pd nanoparticles.180
The separation of α and β phases by a sharp interface can be explained using the equilibrium relation
between the chemical potential and the H atomic fraction. Figure 7 plots this equilibrium relation, using
the EAM potential of Zhou et al. [48] and Eq. (9). The chemical potential function has two local extrema:
one at a low H fraction of 0.25, the other at a high H fraction of 0.81. These two extreme values can be
interpreted as the critical concentrations for the α and β phases of Pd-H, predicted by the specific interatomic185
potential. Since the H absorption is driven by the difference of chemical potential between different phases,
this feature of double extrema likely leads to the formation and propagation of the sharp phase boundary.
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Figure 5: Hydride phase boundary in the octahedral particle at three different time instances: (a) H fraction on the middle
[11¯0] cross-section, and (b) a perspective view of the extracted phase boundary.
Further, the chemical potential can also be related to the pressure of H2 gas. In this regard, the profile of
the chemical potential function is consistent with the pressure-composition isotherms obtained for individual
single-crystalline Pd nanoparticles [53, 54, 11], which show an abrupt phase transformation from α to β190
phase.
5. Solute-induced stacking faults
We proceed to examine the Pd lattice deformation induced by the sharp α/β phase boundary. Specifically,
we first explain the formation and dynamics of stacking faults in the spherical particle. Then, we compare
with the octahedral and cubic particles to explain the effect of particle shape.195
5.1. Stacking faults in the spherical nanoparticle
5.1.1. Formation and spatial distribution
Stacking faults start to form on the surface of the particle at approximately 0.5 s, when the thickness
of the β phase shell is approximately 0.5 nm. Figure 8(a) shows the structure of stacking faults at 4.5 s,
obtained using the method of common neighbor analysis [55] based on the calculated mean positions of Pd200
atomic sites. Most of the stacking faults appear in two sets of crystallographically equivalent regions. The
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Figure 6: Hydride phase boundary in the cubic particle at three different time instances: (a) H fraction on the middle [11¯0]
cross-section, and (b) a perspective view of the extracted phase boundary.
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Figure 7: Equilibrium relation between chemical potential and H atomic fraction, calculated using the EAM potential of Zhou
et al. [48] and the DMD model for bulk Pd-H with a uniform H atomic fraction.
first set, referred to as the 〈100〉-centered regions, are spherical sectors with axes in 〈100〉 directions and an
apex angle of about 40◦. The second group, referred to as the 〈110〉-centered regions, are spherical sectors
with axes in 〈110〉 directions and an apex angle of about 50◦. In each 〈100〉-centered region, four stacking
faults are emitted along four different {111} slip planes at 109.5◦ angle. In each 〈110〉-centered region, around205
twelve stacking faults are emitted along two sets of parallel {111} planes.
To explain the observed distribution pattern, we consider an elastic core-shell model, consisting of a
spherical core with radius r0, elastically matched to a concentric spherical shell whose inner surface has a
radius R0 that is greater than r0. We set R0/r0 = 1.059, basing on the lattice expansion of Pd-H from α
to β phase. Therefore, the core and the shell are comparable, respectively, with the α phase core and the β210
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phase shell observed in the DMD simulation. The model equations and the solution process are presented
in Appendix A. In particular, after obtaining the equilibrium state, we calculate the resolved shear stress
(RSS) on the 12 slip systems of FCC crystals.
Figure 8(b) shows the maximum RSS among all the 12 slip systems, calculated on the core-shell interface
using Eq. (A.19). The distribution of maximum RSS is clearly nonuniform. The global maximum value is215
3.92 GPa, higher than the critical resolved shear stress (CRSS) of Pd-H1. Comparing with the result of the
DMD simulation (Fig. 8(a)), we find that the regions where large values of maximum RSS appear coincide
with the regions where stacking faults are observed. Moreover, within these regions, the slip system with
highest RSS also matches the fault plane of the stacking faults observed in the DMD simulation.
100 -centered region110 -centered region
(a)
HCP Other
Structure type
2 nm
Maximum RSS (GPa)
2.20 3.903.05
(b)
110
100
111
[001]
[100] [010]
Figure 8: (a) Distribution of stacking faults predicted by the DMD simulation at 4.5 s. (b) Maximum resolved shear stress (RSS)
obtained from the core-shell model. In Subfigure (a), the green plane denotes the middle [11¯0] cross-section. In Subfigure (b),
the locations of the global maximum values are marked with asterisks.
For a clearer comparison, Fig. 9 shows the results of both DMD and the core-shell model on the middle220
[11¯0] cross-section, i. e., the highlighted plane in Fig. 8(a). From the result of DMD, we find that the stacking
faults are emitted on the (111) and (1¯1¯1) slip planes, referred to as slip planes B and C, respectively. All the
stacking faults cut through the β phase shell, but do not penetrate the α/β phase boundary. In comparison,
Fig. 9(b) shows the maximum RSS among the 3 slip systems associated with these two planes (shown in
Table A.1), predicted by the core-shell model. It is clear that the locations of (111) stacking faults coincide225
with the locations of high RSS associated with (111) plane; and the same agreement holds for the (1¯1¯1)
plane. Also, along any radial direction, the maximum RSS associated with both (111) and (1¯1¯1) reaches the
highest value at the core-shell interface, then drops immediately to zero inside the α phase.
In summary, the formation of stacking faults in the spherical nanoparticle and the distribution pattern
they adopt can be explained as a mechanism for relaxing the residual stress induced by the atomistically230
sharp α/β phase boundary. The elastic core-shell model is found to be a convenient tool to explain the DMD
result. In the next section, we will continue using it, to explain the dynamics (e. g., growth, branching, and
disappearance) of the stacking faults caused by the propagation of the α/β phase boundary.
1The CRSS of Pd-H is estimated to be between 0.41 GPa and 3.27 GPa, using the embedded atom method (EAM) potential
of Zhou et al. [48].
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Figure 9: Results of (a) the DMD simulation at 4.5 s and (b) the elastic core-shell model on the middle [11¯0] plane.
5.1.2. Dynamics of stacking faults
We examine the evolution of the stacking faults identified in the previous section. Figure 10 visualizes the235
evolution of stacking faults in a 〈100〉-centered region. Specifically, the images taken at 4.5 s show that as a
thin layer of β phase Pd-H develops, four extrinsic stacking faults are emitted from the surface of the particle.
Each of them is created by two Shockley partial dislocations on adjacent {111} planes, within the α/β phase
boundary. The formation of stacking faults through double Shockley partials has been observed previously
in MD simulations of other materials during mechanical deformations (e. g., copper, with relatively low240
stacking fault energy [56], and aluminum, with relatively high stacking fault energy [57]). Nonetheless, in
the present study, the deformation is driven by the transport of solute atoms.
Moreover, Fig. 10 shows that the four stacking faults on different {111} planes form a tunnel-like structure
with a 109.5◦ angle between neighboring walls. A Lomer-Cottrell lock along 〈110〉 direction forms at the
intersection of each pair of stacking faults. The reaction is
1/6[211] + 1/6[2¯11¯]→ 1/3[010]. (17)
As the α/β phase boundary propagates inwards, the double Shockley partials glide on their {111} slip
planes. Because of the sessile Lomer-Cottrell locks, the tunnel-like structure retains its shape, while the four
stacking faults extend inwards. At approximately 7.5 s, a new Shockley partial is emitted from the surface245
of the particle, near each stacking fault. This Shockley partial transforms the extrinsic stacking fault into a
three-layer twin.
It is notable that after approximately 17.5 s, the stacking faults stop growing. This can be explained
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by the fact that the angle between the fault plane of each stacking fault and the propagation direction of
the phase boundary — measured at the tip of the stacking fault and indicated with red and yellow arrows250
in Fig. 10(b) — gradually increases. At approximately 17.5 s, this angle reaches 90◦. After this point, any
further extension of the stacking faults would not “catch” the phase boundary and resolve the associated
high stress. As a result, the stacking faults stop growing. Later, as the phase boundary moves away from
the stacking faults, the tunnel-like stacking fault structure gradually dissolves in the FCC lattice, starting
at the surface of the particle.255
Shockley partialDouble-Shockley partial Twin boundary
Lomer-Cottrell lock
4.5 s 41.5 s7.5 s 17.5 s
HCP OtherFCC
Structure type
(a)
(b)
α phase
β phase
β phase
α/β phase boundary
Figure 10: Evolution of stacking faults in a 〈100〉-centered region. Subfigure (a) shows a perspective view of the stacking faults.
Subfigure (b) shows a middle 〈110〉 cross-section of one stacking fault in the tunnel-like structure. The red and yellow arrows
indicate the gliding direction of the stacking fault and the propagation direction of the phase boundary, respectively.
Figure 11 visualizes the evolution of stacking faults within a 〈110〉-centered region. At around 7.5 s, a
stacking fault is emitted from the surface of the particle, gliding on a {111} plane (specifically, slip plane C).
This stacking fault is denoted by SF-A for the ease of reference. SF-A is generated by the successive emission
of three Shockley partial dislocations from the surface of the particle. The stacking sequences around SF-A
are260
(1) · · · ABCABCABCABC · · · ,
(2) · · · CABCACABCABC · · · ,
(3) · · · BCABCBABCABC · · · ,
(4) · · · ABCABACBCABC · · · ,
in which the locations of the four stacking sequences are marked in Fig. 11(a). The A-B-C nomenclature265
denotes the three possible positions of {111} layers in the projection onto a {110} plane. The underlined
letters indicate the planes in a local hexagonal close-packed (HCP) stacking sequence. Therefore, the four
regions have the features of: (1) a perfect FCC lattice, (2) an intrinsic stacking fault, (3) an extrinsic stacking
fault, and (4) a three-layer twin, respectively. This type of stacking fault structure has been observed
previously in MD simulations of mechanical twinning (e. g., in aluminum [57] and steel [58]). Nonetheless,270
our results reveal that, this twinning process can also be driven by the high residual stress due to phase
transformation in chemical reactions (specifically, hydrogenation of Pd).
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Figure 11: Time evolution of stacking faults in a 〈110〉-centered region. (a) Solution snapshots at six time instances. (The
middle [11¯0] cross-section is shown.) (b) Superposition of the stacking faults at the six time instances.
As the α/β phase boundary propagates towards the center of the particle, the Shockley partials glide
along their slip planes, which drives SF-A to extend. SF-A keeps in connection with both the surface of the
particle and the phase boundary, until approximately 17.5 s, when the fault plane becomes tangent to the275
phase boundary. Similar to the 〈100〉-centered region, after this point of time, SF-A stops growing. However,
it is notable that a new intrinsic stacking fault is emitted from SF-A on slip plane B. This new stacking fault
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is denoted by SF-B in Fig. 11(a). The tip of SF-B is within the phase boundary. Also, a Lomer-Cottrell lock
forms at the intersection of SF-A and SF-B.
We employ the core-shell model to understand the emission of SF-B from SF-A. Figure 12 shows that at280
17.5 s, the tip of SF-A has just passed a region of high RSS associated with slip plane B. It is likely that
this region of high RSS caused the emission of SF-B. Figure 12 also shows that the RSS associated with
slip plane B near the stacking fault on a different slip plane is smaller in the 〈100〉-centered regions than in
the 〈110〉-centered regions. This explains why the same phenomenon does not occur in the 〈100〉-centered
regions.285
Maximum RSS (GPa)
0.00 3.901.95
β phase
[001]
[110]
[110]
100 -centered region110 -centered region
SF-B
SF-A
α phase
Figure 12: Superposition of the field of maximum RSS associated with slip plane B, predicted by the core-shell model, with
stacking faults observed at 17.5 s. Stacking faults on slip plane B are colored in red.
As the phase boundary propagates inwards, the Shockley partial associated with SF-B glides on its
slip plane (see Fig. 11(a)). At approximately 28.0 s, it is disconnected from SF-A. At the same time, a
detwinning process takes place in SF-A, by the gliding of Shockley partials away from the phase boundary.
Also, a new stacking fault, denoted by SF-C, has been emitted from SF-B with a Lomer-Cottrell lock at
their intersection. The same phenomenon occurs repeatedly until approximately 53.0 s, when the surface290
area of the phase boundary is considerably small and the elastic lattice deformation alone is enough to
release the residual stress on the interface. Overall, the dynamics of stacking faults in the 〈110〉-centered
regions is dominated by the emission of new stacking faults from existing ones, the gliding of stacking faults
towards the phase boundary, and the annihilation of stacking faults as the phase boundary moves away. This
mechanism is schematically illustrated in Fig. 11(b).295
In summary, the stacking faults observed during the H absorption process are on {111} planes, which is
typical for FCC crystals. After a thin layer of β phase Pd-H has formed under the surface of the particle,
stacking faults start to appear within the β phase, mostly in 〈100〉- and 〈110〉-centered regions, where the
RSS on {111} planes is high. The {111} fault planes of these stacking faults do not pass through the center of
the particle. As a result, after some time, they become tangent to the phase boundary. When this happens,300
the stacking faults stop growing, as the RSS at the tips significantly decreases. In the 〈110〉-centered regions,
we observe the emission of new stacking faults from old ones, as a mechanism to “catch” the movement of
the phase boundary. This phenomenon does not appear in the 〈100〉-centered regions. The reason is that
in the 〈100〉-centered regions, the maximum RSS near existing stacking faults associated with different slip
planes is relatively small and cannot drive the emission of new stacking faults.305
Recent experimental studies [16, 14] have revealed that the hydride phase transformation in Pd nanoparti-
cles is driven by the propagation of a sharp α/β phase boundary. Attendant to the α/β phase transformation,
there is a lattice expansion with approximately 10.4% increase in volume. Therefore, near the phase bound-
ary, there is either elastic or plastic deformation of Pd lattice in order to release such lattice mismatch. In
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this regard, our DMD simulations have predicted the formation and dynamics of stacking faults under the310
spherical-shell mechanism of the morphological evolution of the hydride phase boundary. However, it should
be noted again that the DMD model does not explicitly resolve the thermal vibrations of atoms, and is a
statistical model in nature to simulate long-term processes. Therefore, it cannot directly capture the effects
of random thermal vibrations.
5.2. Effect of particle shape315
Next, we examine the octahedral particle which, in contrast to the sphere, has planar faces and sharp
edges and corners. Figure 13 shows the initial distribution of stacking faults at 4.5 s. The distribution
pattern is different from that in the spherical particle. Specifically, stacking faults are formed near the edges
of the particle, forming 12 separate, fusiform branches. In each branch, two stacking faults are emitted along
two different {111} slip planes. This distribution pattern is due to the fact that after the formation of a thin320
β phase layer, the edges of the particle have relatively large displacements parallel to {111} planes.
[001]
[100] [010] 2 nm
HCP Other
Structure type
Figure 13: Distribution of stacking faults predicted by the DMD simulation at 4.5 s. The green plane denotes the middle [11¯0]
cross-section.
Figure 14 visualizes the evolution of the stacking faults by showing the structure type on the middle
[11¯0] cross-section (i. e., the highlighted plane in Fig. 13). At 4.5 s, the zoom-in view shows that the three
outermost {111} layers in the β phase undergo a shear displacement, due to the lattice expansion from
α to β phase. The stacking faults keep in connection with the surface of the particle. They separate a325
small region from the FCC matrix, in which the Pd lattice is largely distorted. Moreover, the edges of
the octahedron stretch outwards, forming a star-like shape. The stretching is caused by the interaction of
expanded neighboring faces. This star-shaped deformation has also been observed experimentally in Pd
nanocubes with edge length of approximately 60 nm [14]. As the phase boundary propagates, the stacking
faults move towards the center of the particle. At 23.0 s, an intersection of twins takes place outside the330
octahedral edges of the phase boundary, separating a rhomboid FCC block from the FCC matrix. As the
phase boundary approaches the center of the particle, the size of the stacking faults reduces, and they become
disconnected from the surface of the particle.
Next, we examine in detail the dynamics of the observed stacking faults. We focus on the stacking faults
near one edge of the particle, and the result is shown in Fig. 15. At 4.5 s, two Shockley partials are emitted335
from the distorted region, leaving behind two intrinsic stacking faults. We focus on one of the two stacking
faults, and the associated partial dislocation is denoted by PD-A for the ease of reference. At 7.0 s, a new
Shockley partial, denoted by PD-B, has been emitted within the phase boundary, adjacent to the previously
formed stacking fault. PD-B glides away from the distorted region, transforming the intrinsic stacking fault
to an extrinsic one. By contrast, PD-A glides in the opposite direction, because it is away from the phase340
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Figure 14: Evolution of stacking faults in the octahedral particle.
boundary. As the phase boundary propagates inwards, PD-B keeps growing, and PD-A gradually disappears.
As a result, the stacking fault moves over one atomic layer in the direction perpendicular to its fault plane.
The same layer-by-layer process is repeated until approximately 56.5 s, when the surface area of the phase
boundary is considerably small.
PD-A PD-BPD-A PD-BPD-A
α/β phase boundary
HCP OtherFCC
Structure type
α phase
β phase
4.5 s 8.5 s7.0 s
Figure 15: Details of the dynamics of the stacking faults in the octahedral particle.
Notably, in the octahedral particle, the dynamics of the stacking faults is dominated by the movement of345
partial dislocations on consecutive fault planes. This mechanism, clearly different from that in the spherical
particle, is dominated by the morphology of the phase boundary. In the octahedral particle, the phase
boundary retains planar {111} faces during the H absorption process, and stacking faults start to appear
near the edges of the phase boundary. Therefore, as the phase boundary moves, the stacking faults quickly
become tangent to it. When this happens, the stacking faults stop gliding, and new partial dislocations have350
been emitted from the edges of the phase boundary. These dislocations are adjacent to the existing stacking
faults, driving them to “catch” the phase boundary.
Moreover, our DMD results show that in both the spherical and octahedral Pd particles, the propagation
of the atomistically sharp phase boundary results in the formation, and then the removal of crystallographic
imperfections (specifically, stacking faults). The ability of nanostructured Pd to “self-heal” defects during355
H loading and unloading processes has been discovered in a few recent experimental studies [16, 59]. To this
end, our simulations have provided additional, atomic-level details on the dynamics of stacking faults during
the H absorption process.
By contrast, in the cubic particle, no stacking faults appear during the H absorption process. In order
to explain this difference, we examine the area on one {111} plane that is mismatched with another parallel360
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{111} plane. In this regard, Fig. 16 schematically compares the three particles in different shape. Two
parallel {111} atomic layers are sketched: one in the β phase and the other cutting the phase boundary. The
misfit area is colored in blue. Compared to the sphere and the octahedron, the cubic particle has a much
smaller misfit area. Since the {111} family of planes is the major operative slip plane in the FCC crystal,
the large misfit area in the spherical and octahedral particles leads to large lateral movement between two365
{111} layers and hence the emergence of stacking faults. On the other hand, the smaller misfit area in the
cubic particle explains the absence of stacking fault.
(a) (c)
[001]
[110]
[110]
(b)
β phaseα phase β phaseα phase β phase
α phase
{111} atomic layer in α phase {111} atomic layer in β phase
Center Center Center
α/β phase boundary
Figure 16: Schematic illustration of the effect of particle shape on the lattice deformation: (a) spherical, (b) octahedral, and
(c) cubic particles.
6. Rate of hydrogen absorption
We proceed to examine the effect of particle shape on the overall H absorption process. Figure 17 shows
the time-history of H concentration in each particle and its time derivative. Notably, the cubic particle370
absorbs H faster than the other two. This can be explained by two factors. First, the three particles are
designed to have approximately the same volume. Under this condition, the cubic particle has the highest
surface-area-to-volume ratio. Therefore, during the early stage when a thin layer of β phase is formed, the
phase boundary in the cubic particle provides largest surface area for H diffusion into the α phase core.
Second, the phase boundary in the cubic particle remains coherent, which may facilitate the absorption of375
H as explained in Section 4.
Moreover, Fig. 17(b) shows that from approximately 4.5 s to 16.5 s, the rate of H absorption in the
octahedral particle is clearly lower than that in the spherical one. This difference cannot be explained
through the comparison of surface-area-to-volume ratio. In fact, for the same volume, the surface-area-to-
volume ratio of an octahedron is higher than that of a sphere. Instead, the difference may be related to380
the volume fraction of solute-induced stacking faults. Figure 18 shows that during the aforementioned time
period, the octahedral particle has a higher volume fraction of stacking faults than the spherical one. In
other words, the phase boundary in the octahedral particle has a larger semi-coherent area. Therefore, in
this stage, misfit dislocations become an important factor that controls the rate of H absorption, overriding
the effect of surface-area-to-volume ratio.385
7. Comparison with Molecular Dynamics simulation
The main advantage of DMD over Molecular Dynamics (MD) is the ability to simulate processes with
much longer time scales while maintaining the atomistic spatial resolution. This advantage is achieved by
modeling thermal vibrations through a probabilistic approach, instead of resolving them. Therefore, it is
both interesting and useful to compare the result of DMD with that of MD. It is impossible to simulate the390
entire H absorption process using MD due to the small time-step size (less than 1 fs). Here, we initialize an
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Figure 17: Time-history of H absorption: (a) H concentration and (b) rate of H absorption.
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Figure 18: Time-history of volume fraction of stacking faults.
MD simulation using an intermediate DMD solution that exhibits both a sharp phase boundary and misfit
dislocations. We run the MD simulation for a short period of time (1.0 ns), during which the DMD result
remains almost unchanged. Through this experiment, we attempt to verify that the key features predicted
by DMD are indeed energetically stable.395
Specifically, we use the DMD result (i. e., {q¯}, {σ} and {x}) at 17.5 s for the spherical particle to initialize
the MD simulation. Based on the trial Hamiltonian in Eq. (6), it can be shown that in the DMD method, the
instantaneous position of each site and the occupancy of each interstitial site follow the normal and Bernoulli
distributions, respectively. Therefore, for the sake of comparison, the initial positions of Pd atoms in the
MD simulation are generated according to the normal distributions with mean {q¯} and standard deviation400
{σ}. The initial occupancies of interstitial sites are generated according to the Bernoulli distributions with
mean {x} (i. e., atomic fractions). If an interstitial site is occupied, the initial position of the H atom is
generated according to the corresponding normal distribution. As a result, initially there are 261, 563 Pd
atoms and 138, 871 H atoms in the MD simulation.
The MD simulation is performed using the Large-scale Atomic/Molecular Massively Parallel Simulator405
(LAMMPS) program [60]. We employ the embedded atom method (EAM) potential developed by Zhou et
al. [48], which is the same as the one used in the DMD simulation. The temperature is set to 300 K using
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a Nose´-Hoover thermostat. The integration time-step size is 0.1 fs, and the total simulation time is 1.0 ns.
Within this small time window, the H concentration in the particle is almost unchanged. Therefore, the
total numbers of both Pd and H atoms are kept constant throughout the MD simulation. The time-averaged410
atomic positions of Pd atoms over 0.01 ns are calculated and used to identify lattice structure types, in order
to mitigate the large perturbations of Pd atomic positions in the β phase caused by the existence of H atoms.
Figure 19 shows comparisons of phase boundary and stacking faults between MD and DMD simulations.
Notably, the MD simulation reveals that during the time period of 1.0 ns, the equilibrium positions of most
Pd and H atoms only vary slightly, despite the continuous atomic vibrations. As a result, both the phase415
boundary and the stacking faults still exist and are in the same places during this short time period. Their
positions coincide with those obtained from the DMD simulation. Therefore, the DMD method has provided
an energetically stable configuration of Pd and H atoms. Moreover, a perspective view of the distribution
of H atoms in the MD simulation is shown in Fig. 20, which further indicates the separation of α and β
phases during the 1.0 ns. However, the MD method is not able to predict the slow motion of the phase420
boundary and hence the dynamics of the induced stacking faults, due to its extremely short simulation time
window. By contrast, the DMD results presented in the previous sections have provided the atomic-level
details involved in the entire diffusion-deformation coupled process.
(a)
H atomic fraction
0.0 1.00.5
17.5 s + 0.5 ns 17.5 s + 1.0 ns 17.5 s
Pd atom H atom
(b)
HCP OtherFCC
Structure type
MD simulation DMD simulation
[001]
[110]
[110]
17.5 s + 0.0 ns
Figure 19: Comparisons between MD and DMD simulations: (a) phase boundary, and (b) stacking faults.
8. Conclusions
We have analyzed the absorption of hydrogen (H) by three palladium (Pd) nanoparticles of different425
morphologies (i. e., spherical, octahedral and cubic) using Diffusive Molecular Dynamics (DMD). The chief
advantage of DMD which renders it ideally suited for this application is its ability to simulate long-term
behavior of atomic systems without the time constraints inherent to Molecular Dynamics (MD). Indeed,
atomic resolution is required in order to ascertain the complex mechanisms set in motion by H absorption
into the Pd nanoparticles. These mechanisms, as identified in calculations, include phase transformation,430
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17.5 s + 0.0 ns 17.5 s + 0.5 ns 17.5 s + 1.0 ns
[001]
[100]
[010]
Figure 20: Spatial distribution of H atoms at three different time instances in the MD simulation.
phase boundary motion, misfit dislocations, stacking faults and their evolution. The motion of the α/β
phase boundary is the net result of a complex interplay between these mechanisms.
Several main findings afforded by the calculations are noteworthy. Firstly, the hydride phase transforma-
tion in Pd nanoparticles is dominated by the propagation of an atomistically sharp α/β phase boundary. The
phase boundary in the cubic particle remains coherent during the H absorption process, whereas stacking435
faults are observed in the spherical and octahedral particles. These stacking faults move together with the
propagating sharp phase boundary in order to release the elastic stress induced at the phase boundary by the
misfit between the α and β lattices. Specifically, in the spherical particle, the movement of stacking faults is
dominated by the emission of a new stacking fault from an existing one, the gliding of stacking faults together
with the phase boundary and the annihilation of stacking faults behind from the phase boundary. In the440
octahedral particle, the dynamics of stacking faults is dominated by the movement of partial dislocations on
consecutive fault planes. Moreover, the particle shape has an effect on the diffusion of H. Specifically, the
cubic particle exhibits the ability to absorb H atoms faster than the other two shapes. Our DMD model also
predicts that the formation and movement of stacking faults may slow down the propagation of the hydride
phase boundary, and hence reduce the speed of H absorption. In this regard, the two-way interaction between445
H absorption and lattice deformation is remarkable.
These predictions also indicate that for the particle size and shapes under consideration, the cubic
particle aligned with {100} planes may be optimal for H storage applications. The suppression of stacking
fault formation in the cubic nanoparticles and the persistent coherence of the phase boundary may also be
expected to enhance the repeatability of the storage cycle and, therefore, the useful life of the nanoparticles.450
However, the mechanisms of phase boundary motion and the H storage characteristics identified in this
study are likely to be size dependent. In particular, the coherence of the phase boundary may be lost for
cubic nanoparticles exceeding a critical size. Larger nanoparticle sizes also promote decomposition into
grains separated by grain boundaries. Under those conditions, grain boundaries are known to mediate
hydrogenation and to influence the storage characteristics of individual nanoparticles [61]. These and other455
trade-offs suggest themselves as worthwhile directions for further study.
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Appendix A. An elastic core-shell model
The elastic field of a spherical core in an elastically matched, concentric spherical shell can be obtained
by elementary methods of linear elasticity. For completeness, here we present a short derivation for the case
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of isotropic elasticity with Lame´ constants λ(s) and µ(s) for the shell and λ(c) and µ(c) for the core. The shell
undergoes a volumetric expansion κ = ∆V/V , i. e., its volume V would increase by ∆V = κV if the core
were released from the shell. We employ spherically symmetric displacements in the spherical coordinate
system (r, θ, φ)
ur = ur(r), (A.1)
where r refers to the radial distance. The corresponding strains are
rr =
dur
dr
, tt =
ur
r
, (A.2)
where t refers to any coordinate (i. e., polar angle θ or azimuthal angle φ) that has transverse direction
perpendicular to the radial direction. From Hooke’s law, the stresses follow as
σrr = λ(rr + 2tt) + 2µrr, (A.3a)
σtt = λ(rr + 2tt) + 2µtt. (A.3b)
The radial equilibrium equation is
dσrr
dr
+ 2
σrr − σtt
r
= 0, (A.4)
or, in terms of displacements,
d2ur
dr2
+
2
r
dur
dr
− 2ur
r2
= 0. (A.5)
The corresponding general solution is
ur = Ar +
B
r2
, (A.6)
with stresses
σrr = 3λA+ 2µ
(
A− 2B
r3
)
, (A.7a)
σtt = 3λA+ 2µ
(
A+
B
r3
)
. (A.7b)
If the core were released from the shell, the change of volume in the shell would induce a displacement at its
inner boundary such that
4piR(c)
2
u0 = κ
4piR(c)
3
3
, (A.8)
or
u0 =
κ
3
R(c), (A.9)
where R(c) is the radius of the core. The core-shell system then undergoes displacements
u(c)r = A
(c)r +
B(c)
r2
, r < R(c), (A.10a)
u(s)r = A
(s)r +
B(s)
r2
, r > R(c), (A.10b)
in order to restore compatibility. The corresponding boundary conditions are
u(c)r (0) < +∞, (A.11a)
u(c)r (R
(c)) = u0 + u
(s)
r (R
(c)), (A.11b)
σ(c)rr (R
(c)) = σ(s)rr (R
(c)), (A.11c)
σ(s)rr (R
(s)) = 0, (A.11d)
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where R(s) is the radius of the outer surface of the shell. Solving for the constants, we find B(c) = 0 and
A(c) =
4µ(s)κ(3λ(s) + 2µ(s))
(
R(c)
3 −R(s)3
)
D
, (A.12a)
A(s) =
4µ(s)R(c)
3
κ(3λ(c) + 2µ(c))
D
, (A.12b)
B(s) =
R(c)
3
R(s)
3
κ(3λ(c) + 2µ(c))(3λ(s) + 2µ(s))
D
, (A.12c)
with
D = −12µ(s)R(c)3(3λ(c) − 3λ(s) + 2µ(c) − 2µ(s))
− 3R(s)3(3λ(s) + 2µ(s))(3λ(c) + 2µ(c) + 4µ(s)).
(A.13)
By spherical symmetry, the stress tensor has the representation
σ = σrrer ⊗ er + σtt(I − er ⊗ er), (A.14)
where er is radial unit vector, ⊗ is the dyadic product and I is the identity matrix. In an FCC crystal,
the slip systems based on Schmid and Boas’ nomenclature are summarized in Table A.1. The corresponding
resolved shear stress (RSS) in a slip system n of slip plane m and slip direction s is
τ(r, θ, φ;n) = sTσm = (er · s)(er ·m)(σrr − σtt) ≡ srmrT (r), (A.15)
where srmr is the Schmidt factor. On the interface r = R
(c) in the shell, from the elastic stress field we
compute
T (R(c)) ≡ σrr − σtt = −6µ
(s)R(s)
3
κ(3λ(c) + 2µ(c))(3λ(s) + 2µ(s))
D
. (A.16)
A straightforward calculation shows that the corresponding global maximum value of τ on the interface
r = R(c) is
τmax = max
θ,φ
|τ(R(c), θ, φ;n)| = 1
2
|T (R(c))|, (A.17)
which is the same for all the slip systems. The maximum RSS is attained at the interfacial points corre-
sponding to
er =
√
2
2
(m± s), (A.18a)
er = −
√
2
2
(m± s). (A.18b)
The maximum value of RSS at the position (r, θ, φ) among a group of selected slip systems is
τ¯(r, θ, φ) = max
n
|τ(r, θ, φ;n)|. (A.19)
In comparison with the DMD simulations for the Pd-H system, we consider the volumetric expansion of
the shell induced by the α/β hydride phase transformation. Therefore, the volumetric expansion ratio is
κ = 3
aβ − aα
aα
(A.20)
where aα and aβ denote the lattice constants of α and β phase, respectively. The structural and elastic
properties used in the core-shell model are summarized in Table A.2.465
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Slip system n A2 A3 A6 B2 B4 B5√
2s [011¯] [101] [1¯1¯0] [01¯1] [101¯] [1¯10]√
3m (1¯11) (1¯11) (1¯11) (111) (111) (111)
Slip system n C1 C3 C5 D1 D4 D6√
2s [011] [1¯01¯] [11¯0] [01¯1¯] [1¯01] [110]√
3m (1¯1¯1) (1¯1¯1) (1¯1¯1) (11¯1) (11¯1) (11¯1)
Table A.1: Slip-system sets in Schmid and Boas’ nomenclature for the FCC crystal class. The vector m is the unit normal
to the slip plane, and s is the unit vector in the direction of the Burgers vector. All vectors are expressed in the cartesian
coordinate system.
Core (α phase) Shell (β phase) Source
Lattice constant a (A˚) 3.885 4.115 From the DMD simulations
Elastic constant C11 (GPa) 245.8 241.7 From Pd and PdH1 in
Ref. [48], respectivelyElastic constant C12 (GPa) 199.8 190.3
Table A.2: Compilation of material constants for α and β phase Pd-H.
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